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Dear Parents/Carers          6 July 2022 

 

Re: Psychology Trip 2022 

 

Firstly, we would like to welcome your child to their GCSE Psychology Course starting this 

September. The Psychology department has offered current Psychology students an 

exciting opportunity to see Derren Brown live at Ipswich Theatre on Tuesday 27 September, 

and this offer is now extended to your child. 

 

We will be departing SVCS at approximately 6pm and aim to return at 11pm - further details 

will follow shortly.   

  

Derren Brown is the popular British illusionist, trickster, writer, hypnotist and mentalist, with 

his results attributed to cognitive psychology including memory techniques, body language 

techniques and perception. We cover all these concepts in our GCSE Psychology so it will 

give the students lots to think about!  

  

We currently have 57 tickets reserved and need to confirm places by the end of the summer 

term. Payment should be made via ParentPay at the cost of £45 per student, which includes 

an entry ticket and travel. Please be aware places are on a first-come, first-served basis.  

The option to confirm consent for your child’s attendance is required and can be found as 

you make your payment via ParentPay.  

  

Payments are made as voluntary contributions and unfortunately, if sufficient contributions 

are not received this trip may have to be cancelled.   

  

Please note that we are expecting the usual high SVCS standards of behaviour leading up to 

and on this trip. Any student who fails to meet these expectations risks removal from the trip 

and will be dealt with in line with the school’s Behaviour Policy.  

  

Should you have any enquiries regarding financial assistance, please contact the Finance 

Officer to discuss further at skemp@stourvalley.org     

  

We look forward to an interesting and intriguing evening!  

  

Yours faithfully  

  

 

  

Ms K Chappell - Head of Psychology    
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